
VT65MBI Series 33.5" x 23.63" x 23.5" (H x W x D)

Built-in undercounter medical all-freezers capable of

-25º C operation, with removable basket drawers

Highlights:

Available in a range of styles including white, customizable, and

stainless steel; to see all options, scroll down in your browser and

view the full collection

Flexible design allows built-in or freestanding use

-25º C operation for safe storage of temperature sensitive materials

3 convenient slide-out baskets to keep the cold inside

-25º C capable Low temperature operation is ideal for vaccine, pharmaceuticals, and other temperature sensitive

materials

Built-in capable Make the best use of space by installing your appliance under the counter and flush with other cabinets

Slim undercounter

dimensions

Less than 24 inches wide to fit tight spaces

Fully finished cabinet Allows the freezer to be used as a freestanding model

Manual defrost No temperature fluctuations with a static manual defrost system that keeps the cold inside

Three removable

storage baskets

Conveniently organize your items while keeping the temperature stable when the door is opened

Adjustable thermostat Manage the interior temperature with ease and accuracy

One piece interior liner Enjoy easy clean-up with a one piece liner that won't hold a mess in hidden crevices

Reversible door Keep your options flexible with a reversible door that is easy to switch when your arrangement changes;

not available on stainless steel doors

100% CFC free Environmentally friendly design without ozone-damaging chemicals



Specifications:

Height 33.5 up to 34.5"

Width 23.63"

Depth 23.5"

Capacity 3.5 cu.ft.

Ext Depth with Handle 25.13"

Interior Height 1 24.25"

Interior Width 1 17.75"

Interior Depth 1 16.5"

Comp Step Height 6.0"

Comp Step Width 17.75"

Comp Step Depth 6.0"

Height Adjustable true

Shipping Weight 104.0 lbs.

Amps 1.3

US Electrical Safety UL

Canadian Electrical Safety ULC

Door Swing RHD

Drawers true

Drawer Quantity 3

Defrost Type Manual

Height to Hinge Cap 34.75"

Depth  with door at 90° 46.13"

Fan Type Exterior

Thermostat Type Dial

Freon Oz 2.7

Freon Type R134a

Level Legs Quantity 4

Low Side PSI 70.0

High Side PSI 235.0

Compressor Warranty 5 Years

Parts/Labor Warranty 1 Year


